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Welcome to Rubber Trouble!
We’ve added lots more images for you to choose from! If there are any images you’d
especially like us to carry, please let us know. Our newest stamps include vintage and
original Asian, Hawaiian, and alphabet images that I’m sure you’ll enjoy.
We specialize in unmounted stamps of high-quality pink rubber at a low price.
We also carry a selection of supplies. We have inkpads and cardstock for your
stamping and scrapbooking needs, and our prices are very low.
We look forward to serving you! We are happy to answer any questions you might
have. Please write to us at our P.O. box, or e-mail us at rt@rubbertrouble.com. You
might also enjoy visiting our World Wide Web site, at http://www.rubbertrouble.com/
. You can order online if you like. You’ll find even more items available there!
Thanks for your interest in Rubber Trouble!
— Wendi Dunlap, Head Troublemaker :-)

Frequently-asked questions:
Are you an angel company?
We are an angel company—which means that if you use our stamps to make artwork, you
are welcome to sell your art. All hand-stamped uses are OK with us—after all, stamps are
tools for making art, and we expect you to get out there and make some! :-) (Please, no
mechanical reproduction.)

Do you sell unmounted stamps?
Our stamps are sold unmounted only. You may choose to mount them using any method
you prefer.

What are “unmounted” stamps?
Unmounted stamps (or UMs) are the rubber part of the stamp only, no wooden handle or
cushion. You can mount them yourself, either on wood in the traditional way, or using
alternative mounting methods such as the HALOS® Mounting System. It is far cheaper to
buy rubber stamps unmounted, and they are easier to store. Please see the back of the
catalog for a stamp mounting instruction sheet. Or, you can e-mail us at
rt@rubbertrouble.com or visit our website.

How do I order?
Fill out the order form on the last page of this brochure, and mail it in with your check,
money order or credit card number (we take Visa, MasterCard and Discover). Or order
online at http://www.rubbertrouble.com/. Soon the stamps will be winging their way back
to you via the US Postal Service! (Or Canada Post... or the Royal Mail... etc.)
All stamps
pictured
actual size.

Copyright © 1998-2001 Rubber Trouble™. Some stamps within are copyright by the artist.

7-01: Blender, © 1998
Tara Wilde. — $2.25

7-02: Bowl, © 1998 Tara Wilde. —
$2.50

7-03: Pie, © 1998 Tara Wilde. — $2.50
10-07: Angelic Face—$3.25

15-06: Carpe Noctem—$2.50
“Seize the night.” An appropriate
sentiment for the night owls among us.
7-05: Vase, © 1998
Tara Wilde. —$2.50
7-04: Drink Glasses 1, © 1998 Tara Wilde. —$3.50

10-03: Happy Sad—$2.50

7-06: You're Invited! —$2.50
Notice how well this stamp goes with Drink Glasses I, above?

7-08: Pear Square, © 1998
Tara Wilde. —$2.25

16-04: Menu—$1.75
Great for printing a menu for
your next high society soirée!

7-10: Happy Birthday—$2.50

20b-03: Sun in
Splendour—$2.00

20b-07: Estoile—
$1.75
20b-06: Dragon Passant—
$2.00

10-08: Eyes—$3.00

10-04: Cartoons—$2.00

7-12: Ice Cream Cone,
© 1998 Tara Wilde. —
$2.00

10-13: Seed Packet
Post—$2.25

9-04: Vintage Zodiac—$3.50

5-02: Ginkgo—$2.75

5-10: Mission Table—$2.50

5-01: Grandfather Clock—
$3.00
A Craftsman-style clock
from the early 1900s.
5-05: Art is the Medium—$3.00

5-07: Pine Branch—
$2.25
5-03: Have Nothing…—$3.00

5-04: Rose—$3.25
5-09: Morris Chair—$2.50

5-06: Small Rose—
$2.00

5-08: Tiny Poppy—
$2.25

5-12: Flower Icon—
$2.50

12-07: Roman Coin—
$2.00
15-10: Victorian Dance—
$2.75
Imagine waltz music.

9-03: Carrots—$2.50

10-10: Vintage Ballplayer—
$2.25

9-05: Mouth—$2.00

14-01: Courtly Dance—$2.50
This charming image is well-suited for coloring
with watercolors or chalks.

9-07: Watermelon—$2.25

10-09: Play Ball—$2.00

11-09: Celtic
Knot—$1.50

11-01: 1920s Couple I—$2.50

11-05: 1920s Couple II—$2.50
11-03: 1880s Couple—$3.50
11-07: Best Wishes—$2.00
11-04: Congratulations—$2.50

11-02: Thank You—$2.00

8-10: Two Hearts—$2.25

11-06tw: Heart Dance, ©1999 Tara Wilde—$3.00

8-12: Scribble Hearts, © 1998 Tara Wilde. —$2.75

11-08: Now Join Your Hands...—$2.25

8-02: Star Hearts, © 1998 Tara Wilde. —$2.50

8-14: My Love To You—$2.00

8-06: Cupid 3, © 1998 Tara Wilde. —$2.25

14-08: From The Library Of—$2.00
In other words, “Return this book to me, or else.”

8-11: Vintage Lovers—$2.75

8-07: Lacy Love, © 1998
Tara Wilde. —$2.00

8-15: Be My Valentine—$2.50

8-16: To The One I Love...—$2.50
8-08: Riverheart—$2.50
8-18: Spiral Heart—$2.50

8-04: Be Mine—$1.75

8-09: I Love You—$2.00

8-03: Tiny Cupid, © 1998
Tara Wilde. —$2.25
8-01: Love Stamp,
© 1998 Tara Wilde. —
$2.00

8-05: Curly Cupid, © 1998 Tara Wilde.
—$2.75

12-06: Medusa—$2.00
Viewing this face of Medusa
will not turn you into stone,
unlike the real thing.

12-02: Amazon—$2.25
The perfect gift for
your favorite woman
warrior.

15-08: Ars Gratia Artis—$2.50
“Art for art’s sake.”

14-02: Sprite—$2.00

8-13: Heart Mail, © 1998 Tara Wilde. —
$2.75

12-04: Male Rustic—$2.25 and 12-05: Female Rustic—$2.25
This man and woman, going about their daily tasks in ancient Rome,
would make a wonderful set.

16-06: In Sympathy—$2.50
We hope you never need this one, but if you do, it’s
here.

16-07: To —$1.25
A quick and easy
stamp for making
gift tags.

16-01: Exuberib (Latin Text 2) —$3.25
This stamp repeats well when stamped in a repeating vertical
pattern. It makes a great page background.

12-03: Latin Text—$3.50
This stamp repeats beautifully when stamped in a repeating vertical pattern. It makes a beautiful
background for collages and cards. (Incidentally, the text is from the writings of Julius Caesar.)

16-02: Meam (Latin Text 3) —$2.75
This stamp also repeats well.

12-01: Roman Map—$3.50
The vast Roman Empire.
16-03: Runes—$3.25
Another great repeat stamp for backgrounds and collage.
I wonder what it says?

16-05: Sagareti (Renaissance Text)—$3.50
Gorgeous lettering from the 1600s.

19-10: Medieval Map—$3.25

15-02: Sun Face—
$2.00

15-01: Small Moon
Face—$2.00

13-01: Holiday Garland—$4.50
Not just for Christmas, this garland works for Hannukah as well. Using masking, try layering it on top of a
fireplace or bookshelf stamp image for a decorated look.

13-07: Merry Christmas—$2.25
A classic “Old English” style for a traditional look.

All stamps
pictured
actual size.

13-04: Trimming the Tree—$2.50
This image has superb clarity
and cries out to be colored with
inks, watercolors, colored
pencils, or pearl paints.

13-05: Mini
Hourglass—
$1.00

13-03: Happy Snowman—$3.50
As long as it’s snowing, he isn’t gonna melt. :-)

9-06: Cool—
$1.25

13-02: Let It Snow—$2.25
Specifically designed to go with the Happy Snowman stamp
pictured above.

14-07: Floral Border—$3.75
The bookplate stamps, Ex Libris and From The Library of... fit perfectly in this
border.

14-10: 1920s Girl Hockey
Skater—$2.50
Move over, guys, and let
the women show you how
it’s done. The 1998
women’s hockey teams at
the Olympics are just
rookies compared to our
girl, here, who was playing
70 years ago!

8-17: Ornamental
Scallop—$2.00
What is this? We don’t
know, either, but we
think it looks nice for
corner and border
detailing on cards.

13-08: Carved Candles—$3.50
Carved eraser candles, which have a
great “stained glass” appearance when
colored in with bright markers, pearl or
metallic paints, etc.

13-09: Noël—$2.25
Specifically made to go with the Carved
Candles stamp above. With these two
stamps, it’s easy to make quick and
simple Christmas cards.

Don’t
forget
to
check
out our
supplies
page!

7-11: Vintage Strawberry—
$2.25
The first stamp I ever
bought, back in the 1970s,
was an engraved strawberry,
similar to this. (It’s been lost
for many years, and I have
no idea who made it.) This
stamp is sort of an homage
to the one that got me
started, way back when.
(And isn’t it just mouthwatering?)

10-12: Mini
Chef—$1.50

9-09: Lemonade—$2.25
7-07: Drink Glasses 2, © 1998 Tara Wilde. —$2.75

7-09: Birthday Cake, © 1998 Tara Wilde. —$2.75

7-13: Salt & Pepper, © 1998 Tara
Wilde. —$2.50
I’ve often thought this would be a
great, if non-traditional, choice
for a wedding shower card.

9-08: Pear, © 1999
Tara Wilde—$2.00

9-10: Froggie—$2.25
Rrrrrrrrrrribit. Ribit ribit.

13-06: Mini
Snowflake—$1.00
Sometimes you
might need to stamp
a little snowflake
here and there.

14-04: Nouveau Angel—$4.00
This stamp is very finely detailed. Stamp with care.

18-01: Happy Mother’s Day—$2.25

14-06: Diet Delight—$2.50
Some people say you are
what you eat. Perhaps this
stamp is proof.

18-02: To Grandmother—$2.00

15-05:
Musical
Note—
$1.50

1-04: Creative Clover Figure—$2.75

1-01: Spiral Silhouette, Ice—
$2.50

2-03: Pretty Pose—
$2.00
1-02: Creative Floral Figure—$3.25
Yes, people really used to skate figures like this. And
like the clover figure to the left.

1-07: Skaters Have Better Figures—$2.50

1-13: I Love Ice
Skating—$2.00

1-14: White Ice Skate,
OR 1-15, Black Ice Skate—
$1.25 EACH

1-09: Layback Spin—$2.00

1-10: Shut Up And Skate—$2.75
Any coach can sympathize.

2-06: I Love Roller Skating—$2.00

2-01: Black Roller Skate,
OR 2-08: White Roller Skate—
$1.25 EACH

3-01: Vintage Roller Skate—
$2.00
Metal wheels and all!
2-07: I Love Artistic Skating—$2.00

3-06: Roller Show
Skater—$2.50

3-03: I Love Ice Dance—$2.00

2-05: Stroking—$2.75

3-02: Vintage Ice Skate—$2.50
3-05: I Love Roller Dance—$2.00
3-04: Roller Couple—
$2.50
Remember “Couples
skate, ladies’
choice”?

3-07: Healthy Bodies—$2.00
Do what your doctor says!

1-08: Live To Skate, Skate To Live—$2.50

1-03: Knees bent, head up, toe pointed, SKATE! —$2.75

3-08: I Love 2 Skate—$2.00

1-05: Loop Skater, Ice—
$2.25

1-16: Antique Couple Skating—
$2.50

2-02: Spiral Silhouette, Roller—$2.50

1-11: Show Skater—
$2.50
Inspired by Sonja
Henie?

1-12: I Love Figure Skating—
$2.00

1-06: Loop Figure—
$2.00

2-04: Loop Skater—Roller—
$2.25
10-02: Stars—$2.00
10-01: Tulips—$2.00

5-11: Bow Girl—
$2.50

9-13: http://biteme—$3.00

9-12: Meow—$1.25
9-11: Moon Kitty—
$1.75
15-07: Guitar Neck—$1.50
This is a great stamp for writing
down guitar chord diagrams.
Just stamp this image, and then
add the dots with a pen to show
where the fingers will be
placed.

9-02: Slack Hard—$2.50

18-06: To Grandma—$2.00

10-14: It’s Spring!—$2.00

10-11: Sun Smile—$2.25

18-07: Crown—$1.00

10-06: Welcome—$2.00

9-01: Music—$3.00

15-13: Comet Charm—$2.50
A medal made in the 1600s to commemorate
the appearance of a comet. The right side
reads (In German of that era): “Der Stern
drohe boese sachen Trav. Nur! Gott vvirds
vvol machen”

What are POSTOIDS? Postoids are rubber stamps that look like postage stamps. They can
be humorous, artistic, completely imaginary, based on real stamps, hand-drawn, or beautifully detailed “engraving-style” images. This page and the next include postoids that were taken from original old stamps in the 19th or early 20th centuries, as well as postmarks and other unusual vintage
images. (There are some other postoids scattered throughout this catalog as well, so keep your eyes
open for them!)
We don’t put a “perforated-look” border around our postoids, because real stamps wouldn’t have a
printed border. This way it is easy to stamp realistic looking stamps. Simply stamp colored ink on
pastel paper, then cut around the postoid with perforation-pattern scissors. You’ll create some
amazingly realistic stamps!

6-01: Austrian Mercury—
$2.50

17-08: London
Postmark—$2.50

6-05: Correos —$2.50

17-03: Lacy US Stamp—
$2.50

17-01: Damaged—$3.00
Make your mail look like it’s really
been somewhere!

6-06: NSW Stamp
Duty—$2.50

17-04: Roma Postmark—
$2.50

17-06: Penny Jubilee—$3.25
This is a gorgeous 19th century
postmark commemorating 50 years
of penny postage—all in Victoria’s
reign.

6-02: Bahamas Victoria —
$2.50

10-05: Vintage Letter—$2.75

6-03: Taxe a
Percevoir —$2.50

6-04: Freiestadt Danzig
—$2.50

17-02: Vintage Letter 2—$3.50
Oh, to know what was in the envelope…

14-03: Mini Postmark—$1.50
A little smaller than expected,
and wonderful for collage
work. (You might try it with
our Postoid stamps.)

4-00: Vintage Library Set: Early 1900s Book Covers
Set of 4—$6.99 OR
4-01, 4-02, 4-03, 4-04: Order separately—$2.50 each stamp.
These are really great stamps for collage. Look at these wonderful books -- Gipsy Queen Fortune Teller,
Dreams and Omens, How to Make Love! The Checkers and Chess book isn’t quite as esoteric, but we
threw it in too!

See examples of artwork created with Rubber Trouble™ stamps at www.rubbertrouble.com/rtdemos.html

22-04: Mini Tube Post—
$2.25

22-01: Carte Postale—$3.00
Wonderful Art Nouveau type for your vintage-style postcards.

22-05: Moroccan
Gazelles—$3.00
A wonderful scenic
postoid from Morocco.
22-03: X Mark—$1.75
For postage
cancellations or cryptic
markings.

22-06: US Seapost—
$2.50
The First Voyage stamp
on the left goes nicely
with this one.

22-02: First Voyage—$3.75
Send your mail by sea! Don’t forget to order the US
Seapost stamp on the right -- it is perfect with this one.
22-10: Postage One
Penny—$2.50
Another fine Victorianera postoid.

22-08: Post Card—$3.00
Another Art Nouveau Post Card stamp, this time in
English. (See above for the French version.)

22-07: Vintage Mail Box—$4.25
Remember when they used to have this kind of mail box on the
street? No? Me neither. ;-)

22-09: Field Censor—
$3.00
Loose lips sink ships, so
in wartime, letters were
censored. This stamp will
give your art a WWII
flavor.

22-11: Large Tube Post—$3.00
Celebrate 50 years of penny postage. Can you
believe they went 50 years without a price hike?

21-06: Typewriter Art—
$1.75

21-02: Violin Angel—$3.00
This stamp is gorgeous for Christmas
cards, and looks great stamped on
acetate and painted for a stained glass
effect.

21-04: Faery Girl—$2.50
This stamp will bring a little bit
of magic to your art.

21-03: Clock Face—$2.75
Apparently, it’s Saturday,
December 5, shortly after 7 pm.

21-01: Scroll Woman—$4.00
What is she reading?

21-07: Art
Nouveau Art—
$1.50
21-08: Picture Plane—$3.50
Vintage early 1900s textbook illustration.

21-11: Music Text—$2.00

21-10: T Square—$3.00
Another old textbook illustration.

21-12: Muses’ Dance—$5.00
A dance to inspire your art.

21-05: Horn—$4.00
Strike up the band!

21-09: Creativity—$2.25

17-05: ArtMail—$2.50
Not Air Mail, but something better.
17-07: UN Postmark—
$2.50

17-09: NY World’s Fair—$2.50

15-03: Fun at the Rink—$2.50
This image is from a vintage
advertising matchbook from
the 1930s.

15-09: Parasol—$3.50
Better than sunscreen!

18-13: To Mom—$2.00

15-01: Moon Face—$3.50

18-09:
Ribbon—
$1.00
Any color
you need,
for any
cause.

15-04: Paint
Tube—$3.00
When not
stamping, I
enjoy painting.
Now I can
combine the
two!

18-08: Nellie—$3.00
This is a real image of my great-greatgrandmother.

18-03: Lantern
Woman—$3.00

18-04: Candle Girl—
$3.00

18-05: Thoughtful Face—$2.50

18-12: Dagne—$3.00
This is a real image of my greatgrandmother.

19-09: Medieval Bird Woman—$3.25

18-14: To My Sister—$2.00

19-04: Memorial—
$1.25

19-02: Jester—$2.50

18-16: Horn Woman—$2.75

18-10: Flamehead—
$3.00

18-11: Celestial Woman—$4.50
©2001 Kimberly Stone

18-15: Medieval Harp Woman—
$2.50

19-01: Bayeux Tapestry—$3.25

20b-01: Lion Rampant—$3.00
Wonderful with our heraldic shield
stamps, or anywhere else you want a
medieval or royal feel.

19-06: Once Upon A Time—$2.00

19-05: Knight—$3.00

19-03: Medieval Queen—$3.00

19-08:
Shieldbearer—$2.50
14-09: Ex Libris—$1.75
“From the library of...” in Latin.

19-07: Celtic Cross—$3.00

23-17: Happy Halloween—$2.50

23-10: Scaredy-Cat—$1.75
Don’t cross his path!

23-01: Big Gargoyle—$3.75
23-05: Little Gargoyle—$2.75
Perhaps I should add a Mama Gargoyle to complete the family?

23-03: Frankenstein’s Monster—$3.75

23-12: Raven—
$1.50
This is a heraldic
raven (also called a
crow, or a corbie),
but it doesn’t have
to be restricted to
use on a coat-ofarms. You can
color it any color
you like if you want
to make some
other bird out of it.

23-15: Flying Witch—$3.00

23-08: Skull Candleabra—$4.00
Decorate your haunted mansion with this delightful light
source!
23-06: Pumpkin Kitty—$2.00

23-02: Eeeek!—$1.75
23-11: Witch—$4.50

23-09: Trick or Treat Pumpkin—
$3.00

23-07: Boo!—$1.75

23-16: Halloween (dripping letters)—$2.50
This is designed to go with our Costume and Party stamps in a
matching style, or you can use it all by itself!

23-14: Costume (dripping letters)—$2.00
Intended to go with our matching Halloween and
Party stamps. Throw a costume party today!

23-13: Party (dripping letters)—$1.75
This is intended to go with our
Halloween and Costume word
stamps so you can have a Halloween
costume party… but you could also
find other uses for it. The dripping
letters could signify paint (as in a
housewarming or painting party) or
water (for a swim party)!

23-04: Skeleton—$3.75

24-10: Surf’s Up!—$2.25

24-04: Hula Girl—$2.50

24-12: Pineapple—$3.25

24-06tw: Tapa—$2.50
©2003 Tara Wilde
A classic Hawaiian print pattern.
24-05tw: Hibiscus—$2.25
©2003 Tara Wilde
Try painting this one with
Radiant Pearls™ for a lovely
effect.

24-11: Tiki Drink—$2.50
Cold and refreshing!

24-03: Waterskiier—$2.50

24-02: Aloha—$2.00
24-07tw: Lei—$2.50
©2003 Tara Wilde

24-08: Luau!—$2.00
Great for party invitations!

24-01: 60’s Sun
(Small)—$2.00
A tiny tropical sun.

24-09: Mahalo—$2.50

25-03: Japanese Girl 1—$3.00

25-05: Double Happiness—
$2.75

25-01: Love Character—$2.50
The Chinese/Japanese
character for love, with an
English translation. You can
also trim off the English word
if you prefer to use the
character by itself.

25-06: Maneki Neko—$3.50
The beckoning cat is a traditional
symbol of good luck.

25-12: Creativity Characters—
$2.25

25-09: Longevity—
$2.00
A stylized Chinese
character meaning
“longevity.”

25-08: Dream
Character—$2.00

25-04: Chinese
Coin—$2.00

25-11: Chinese Flutist—$4.00

25-15: Dream Seal—
$1.75
The Chinese character
for “dream.” Stamp it
in red and use it to
sign your Asianinspired artwork,
stamp it in different
colors in a
checkerboard
pattern...

25-07: Torii—$3.75
20b-08: Fleur de
Lis—$1.75

25-14: Art Characters—$2.25
Chinese/Japanese characters
for “art,” with an English
translation. You can also trim
off the English word if you
prefer to use the character by
itself — two stamps for the
price of one! :-)

20b-05: Tudor Rose—
$2.00
Heraldic rose,
beautiful in many
colors.

25-13: Japanese Girl 2—$3.75

25-02: Peace Character—$2.50
Chinese/Japanese characters for
“peace,” with an English translation. You
can also trim off the English word if you
prefer to use the character by itself.

20b-09: Sword—$2.00

25-10: Great Talents Mature Late—$3.75
A Chinese proverb. You can use the English and Chinese
together, or cut them apart and use separately!

27-00: 1910 Upper Case Alphabet—$2.25
Traditional rubber stamp typeface! (See right for the story behind this set.)

28-00: 1910 Lower Case Alphabet—$2.25
Traditional merchant’s rubber stamp typeface that you’ve probably seen in
many places. I bought a set of vintage stamps on eBay and used them to make
this die. Many, many stamp companies offer variations of this classic
typeface; we are offering a tiny one for you! The letters of this set are about 1/
4" tall.

26-00: Textbook Alphabet—$4.99
An alphabet from a 1906 textbook. The letters are tiny, less than 1/4 inch tall.

20a-07: Heraldic Shield, Medium—$3.25

20a-13: Scroll—$2.50
Place your motto here!

20a-06: Bar, Small—$2.50
For heraldic shields, or shadow stamping.

20a-01: Heraldic Shield, Large—$4.00

20a-03: Star—$2.00
“Mullet” is the
heraldic name for it.

20a-02: Circle—$2.00

20a-04: Diamond—
$1.75

20a-10: Indented—$2.50
For lines of division in heraldic shields, or interesting borders anywhere!

20a-11: Engrailed—$2.50
To make engrailed or invecked lines in heraldic shields, or to make ocean waves, or...

20b-02: Horse Passant—
$2.50

20b-10: Crescent—
$2.00

20a-09: Embattled—$2.50
For lines of division in heraldic shields, or the wall of a castle, or a fancy border...

20b-04: Bee—$2.00
Busy, busy, busy.

20a-12: Bar, Large—$3.50
For heraldic shields, or shadow stamping.

20b-11: Unicorn Rampant—
$2.50

Mounting your own rubber stamps
What are “unmounted” stamps?
Unmounted stamps, or "UMs," are the rubber part of the stamp only, the image, without a wooden
handle or cushion. You can mount them yourself, either on wood in the traditional way, or by using
alternative mounting methods. It is far cheaper to buy rubber stamps unmounted, and UMs are often
easier to store than mounted stamps. Mounting your own stamps is very easy!

OK, how do I mount stamps?
There are several different ways to mount stamps. You can mount them the traditional way, on a
maple wood mount. You can mount them on any item that is the correct size—jar lids, alphabet
blocks, etc. You can also use a temporary mounting system such as HALOS or the cling vinyl system.
(Many people find the temporary system to be the cheapest and most convenient of all.)
Stamps you receive from Rubber Trouble have excess rubber trimmed away and are ready to be
mounted using any method you choose.
A typical stamp is mounted by being put together in a sort of sandwich. The rubber is attached to a
foam cushion, which is then attached to the mount.
Cushion, usually foam rubber, comes in different thicknesses and colors and is often sold in sheet
form, with adhesive already applied. (if you use the HALOS system, you don’t need cushion at all!) If
the cushion you purchase doesn't have adhesive, rubber cement will work fine. I'm told that in a
pinch, a soft mouse pad can be cut up to make cushion -- but cushion
intended for the purpose is usually best. You can purchase
cushion at some rubber stamp shops or by mail order.
Mounts are traditionally made of maple wood. You can
purchase wood mounts at some rubber stamp shops or by
mail order. You might also be able to find suitable wood at a
lumber supply store. Hardwoods work best, as softwoods
tend to absorb ink and water too readily. If you can't find
wood, any flat item can be used.

Putting the stamp together
Rubber Trouble stamps come pre-trimmed, but you can trim
them further if you like. Use good sharp scissors. (Believe it or
not, kitchen shears work well for this!) Once the stamp is
trimmed to your liking, mount it on the cushion (using rubber
cement if the cushion is not self-adhesive). Then trim the cushion
around the stamp, carefully. It's usually OK to leave some extra cushion around the edges.
Once your cushion is cut out, attach it to the wood mount (with the self-adhesive or with rubber
cement).
See, it was easy! :-) If you don't like the way it turned out, you can remount it. If the adhesive has set,
just heat the stamp for 10 seconds in the microwave and the stamp and cushion should peel right off.
One commonly used alternative method for mounting stamps is called HALOS. You can find HALOS
supplies elsewhere in this catalog. With the HALOS system, you don't use wood mounts at all. Instead, you attach stamps to an acrylic mount with hook and loop tape -- commonly known as Velcro!
When you're done, you can remove the stamp. You only need one set of acrylic mounts, no matter
how many stamps you have! This is the method we use at Rubber Trouble.
If you still have questions about mounting your stamps, feel free to write us.

Heraldry Kit

This great stamp set will allow you to create your own coat-of-arms! The set includes two
full sheets of stamps. The first sheet includes basic shapes that can be used by themselves, or with masking, to make all kinds of basic shields. (Many of these shapes can be
used in other stamping projects as well, such as shadow stamping!) The second sheet
includes a selection of “charges,” images that would appear on a coat-of-arms, such as a
lion rampant, a sun in splendor, a unicorn, and more!
This kit includes 24 unmounted stamps and an instruction sheet that shows how you can
use these stamps to make great coats-of-arms or medieval-themed artwork. We know
you’ll love it!
20-00: Heraldry Stamp Kit (Unmounted, includes 2 stamp sheets)—$19.99
Sheet 1, Actual Size

Sheet 2, Actual Size

Examples of what you can do with
our heraldry stamps—and this is just
a start! These stamps are great for
medievally-themed artwork, historical homework, and all kinds of decoration.

Look
what we
did with
these
stamps!

Supplies

Single Color ColorBox® Pigment Ink Pads
Order Code

Item

Price

cb1brown
cb1cranberry
cb1cyan
cb1lilac
cb1lime
cb1ochre
cb1olive
cb1pink
cb1white
cb1cerulean
cb1sunflower
cb1orange
cb1silver
cb1gold
cbhtcreamwhite
cbhtsepiablack

ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Brown
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Cranberry
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Cyan
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Lilac
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Lime
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Ochre
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Olive
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Pink
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Frost White
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Cerulean
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Sunflower
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Orange
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Metallic Silver
ColorBox 1-Color Inkpad, Metallic Gold
ColorBox High Top Inkpad, Cream White
ColorBox® High Top Inkpad, Sepia Black

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$5.75
$5.75
$7.50
$7.50

Three Color ColorBox® Pigment Ink Pads
Order Code

Item

Price

cb3bouquet
cb3greenery
cb3spring
cb3summer
cb3autumn
cb3winter
cb3country

ColorBox 3-Color Inkpad, Bouquet (shades of purple and pink)
ColorBox 3-Color Inkpad, Greenery (shades of green)
ColorBox 3-Color Inkpad, Spring (canary, apple green, lilac)
ColorBox 3-Color Inkpad, Summer (magenta, green, and blue)
ColorBox 3-Color Inkpad, Autumn (gold, orange and red)
ColorBox 3-Color Inkpad, Winter (shades of silver and blue)
ColorBox® 3-Color Inkpad, Country (soft teal, mauve and blue)

$5.25
$5.25
$5.25
$5.25
$5.25
$5.25
$5.25

ColorBox® MetalExtra Metallic Ink Pads
Order Code

Item

Price

cbmeburntcopp
cbmepeacock
cbmeverdigris
cbmepheasant
cbmeplatinum

ColorBox MetalExtra Inkpad, Burnt Copper
ColorBox MetalExtra Inkpad, Peacock Gold (2-tone gold/blue)
ColorBox MetalExtra Inkpad, Verdigris (2-tone)
ColorBox MetalExtra Inkpad, Pheasant Gold (2-tone gold/green)
ColorBox®MetalExtra Inkpad, Platinum

$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50

Five Color ColorBox® Pigment Ink Pads
Order Code

Item

Price

cb5atlantis
cb5primary
cb5twilight
cb5tropical

ColorBox 5-Color Inkpad, Atlantis (shades of green, purple, blue)
ColorBox 5-Color Inkpad, Primary (basic rainbow bright shades)
ColorBox 5-Color Inkpad, Twilight (shades of purple and pink)
ColorBox 5-Color Inkpad, Tropical (hot pink, orange, purple, etc.)

$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75

Vivid!® Dye Ink Pads
Order Code

Item

Price

vividaqua
vividblack
vividgreen
vividorange
vividpurple
vividraspberry
vividred

Vivid! Dye Inkpad, Aqua
Vivid! Dye Inkpad, Black
Vivid! Dye Inkpad, Green
Vivid! Dye Inkpad, Orange
Vivid! Dye Inkpad, Purple
Vivid! ® Dye Inkpad, Raspberry
Vivid! Dye Inkpad, Red

$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75

vividturquois
vividred
vividyellow

Vivid! Dye Inkpad, Turquoise
Vivid! Dye Inkpad, Ultramarine
Vivid!® Dye Inkpad, Yellow

$3.75
$3.75
$3.75

Ancient Page® Archival Dye Inkpads
Order Code

Item

Price

apcardinal
apchocolate
apcoalblack
apcobalt
apfoxglove
appine
apsienna
apstonegray

Ancient Page Dye Inkpad, Cardinal
Ancient Page Dye Inkpad, Chocolate
Ancient Page Dye Inkpad, Coal Black
Ancient Page Dye Inkpad, Cobalt
Ancient Page Dye Inkpad, Foxglove
Ancient Page Dye Inkpad, Pine
Ancient Page Dye Inkpad, Sienna
Ancient Page® Dye Inkpad, Stone Gray

$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50
$3.50

Stamp Mounting Supplies
Order Code

Item

halos-start

HALOS™ Starter Kit
$19.99
Includes: acrylic mounts sized 1.5"x1.5", 2"x3.5", 2"x6", and 3.5"x4.5"; loop tape; and hook tape.
HALOS™ 1"x1" acrylic mount
$1.50
HALOS™ 3"x3" acrylic mount
$4.99
HALOS™ 6.5"x4.5" acrylic mount
$9.50
HALOS™ Hook Tape Pak
$0.99
HALOS™ Loop Tape Pak
$5.99
Quickie Mount stampable mounting foam, 8"x10"
$9.50

halos-1x1
halos-3x3
halos-6x4
halos-strip5
halos-loop
qmount8x10

Price

Grab Bags
Order Code

Item

Price

gb10
gb20

10+ Stamp Grab Bag (Random Assortment)
20+ Stamp Grab Bag (Random Assortment)

$7.77
$15.49

Gift Certificates
Order Code

Item

giftcert5
giftcert10
giftcert20

$5 Gift Certificate
$10 Gift Certificate
$20 Gift Certificate

Price

$5.00
$10.00
$20.00

More inkpads, supplies, and other stuff can be found on our website, http://www.rubbertrouble.com!

Shipping and Handling Charges
US SHIPPING AND HANDLING for orders containing supplies—like inkpads, paper, HALOS, or Quickie Mount:
Order under $16: $4.00
$16.01-$29.99: $5.00
$30.00-$49.99: $6.00
$50.00-$99.99: $7.00
$100-up: You are our hero and you get free shipping!
US SHIPPING AND HANDLING for orders containing ONLY unmounted stamps (and nothing else!):
Order $0.01-$99.99: $1.75
$100-up: We love you to pieces and you get free shipping!
CANADIAN/OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS: All prices are in US dollars, and we require payment in US$. Credit cards work great for this. Please add
$2 to all shipping/handling charges if shipping to a Canadian address, or $5 if shipping overseas. Thanks!
WHY ARE SHIPPING PRICES DIFFERENT ON THE WEB SITE? We try to keep them as close as possible, but because of the way the shopping
cart software works, sometimes the shipping and handling price will be different on the web site, since it uses a different method to figure out how
much shipping should cost. It should average out in the long run, and we try to make it as fair as we can. :-) Sometimes it is cheaper on the web site, and
sometimes it is cheaper to order by mail.
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